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The plot 
Pessimistic Richard Tyler lives life 
based on statistics and fears 
everything. His exasperated parents 
have tried multiple ways to build up 
the courage of their son, but to little 
success. Richard is sent to buy a bag 
of nails for building a treehouse. 
However, Richard gets caught in a 
harsh thunderstorm and takes 
shelter in a library. He meets Mr. 
Dewey, an eccentric librarian who 

gives him a library card, despite Richard's protests he doesn't want 
a book, since he's only there to escape the storm. Searching for a 
phone, Richard finds a large rotunda painted with famous 
characters. He slips on some water dripping from his coat and falls 
down, knocking himself out. Richard awakens to find the rotunda 
art melting, which washes over him and the library, turning them 
into illustrations. 

The highlights! 
He is met by the Pagemaster, who sends him through the fiction 
section to find the library's exit. Along the way, Richard befriends 
three anthropomorphic books: Adventure, a swashbuckling pirate-
like book; Fantasy, a sassy but caring fairy tale book; and Horror, a 
fearful "Hunchbook" with a misshapen spine. The three agree to 
help Richard if he checks them out. Together, the quartet 
encounter classic-fictional characters. They meet Dr. Jekyll who 
turns into Mr. Hyde, driving them to the open waters of the Land of 
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Assignment 

Read The Pagemaster which is 
on Blackboard.  As you read, 
begin to determine the style 
and emotion of music which 
can be utilized to portray and/
or come alongside the story as 
re-enacted. 

Project presentation 

Within your groups (no more 
than 8 people) determine 
which music might coincide 
with one of the particular 
sections of the story (Fantasy, 
Adventure, Horror). Your 
groups will pick section on 
which to report. Due by 
12.10/11. All parties will speak 
in their presentation.  You will 
determine what musical pieces 
are appropriate for each 
section. 

11.10 present film functions 

12.4-5 collaborate 

12.10-11Presentation 

The How 

Using PowerPoint or Keynote, 
your group will present  (2) 
pieces would represent one of 
the three sections (fantasy, 
adventure or horror) based on 
the qualifying criteria on the 
functions of film music. 
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Adventure. However, the group's separated after Moby Dick attacks. 
Richard and Adventure are picked up by the Hispaniola, captained by 
Long John Silver. The pirates go to Treasure Island, but find no 
treasure, nearly causing a mutiny. Fantasy and Horror return and 
defeat the pirates. Silver attempts taking Richard with him, but 
surrenders when Richard threatens him with a sword. Adventure 
insults Horror, causing the hunchbook to get captured by Lilliputians 
from Gulliver's Travels. Adventure saves him and they make up. 

In the fantasy section, Richard sees the exit sign on the top of a 
mountain. However, Adventure's bumbling awakens a dormant 
dragon. Richard tries to fight the dragon with a sword and shield, but 
the dragon swallows him. Richard finds books in the dragon's 
stomach and uses a beanstalk to escape; he and the books use it to 
reach the exit. They enter a large dark room where the Pagemaster 
awaits them. Richard berates the Pagemaster for the horrors he has 
suffered, but the Pagemaster reveals the journey was intended to 
make Richard face his fears. Dr. Jekyll, Captain Ahab, Long John Silver 
and the dragon reappear in a magical twister congratulating him. The 
Pagemaster then sucks Richard and the books into the twister, 
sending them back to the real world. 
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The functions of 
Film Music... 

1. Providing necessary music. 
Music that play a key part to 
the plot or establishes a 
sense  of adventure.  
Character themes or opening 
credits 

2. Defining ethnicity, location, 
Period. Adds a touch of 
realism to the scene.  Fits a 
specific time period or 
culture.  

3. Paralleling the Action 
(underscoring) music used to 
match the visual depictions 
on the screen.  Includes 
character themes i.e. Luke 
Skywalker's theme.   

4. Commenting, adding to the 
film. Music which 
foreshadows or comments on 
the mood of the theme 
providing the audience with 
additional insight.  

5. Providing emotional focus. 
Intensifies or relaxes the pace 
of the story. Influences the 
emotional response of the 
audience.  
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Project overview 

November 10  Introduce project - read the Pagemaster  which is on Blackboard.                         
Introduce the five film functions and discuss:

Providing Necessary Music  

   Defining Ethnicity, location, time-period 

   Paralleling the Action 

   Commenting or adding to the Film 

   Providing Emotional Focus                    

As you read, begin to determine which musical pieces might parallel or coincide 
with the three main sections (Adventure, Fantasy and Horror)

December 4&5 Collaborate - within your groups (no more than 8 persons and blended from all 
three instrument families... Brass, Woodwind and Percussion), begin to discuss.  

December 10&11 Presentation - via PowerPoint or Keynote, present two musical works which might 
be used for the Performing Arts Presentation of The Pagmaster. Based on the five 
film functions, provide detail as to why these pieces would fit.  You may elect to 
use an existing band piece or compose a piece to fit either the Adventure, Fantasy 
or Horror sections within The Pagemaster.  Along with this please explain what 
musical characteristics support your choice of music.

Also, please provide music listening excerpts to consider with the particular 
section in which you've you deem appropriate
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